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Some decent-ish weather this month and I have noticed more social riders
out on the lanes although not up to Lockdown numbers.
This hasn’t been the same situation for Time Trials as the numbers are still
down. Cycling Time Trials (CTT) who monitor and organise all the Open TT’s
are obviously concerned as they have sent out a small questionnaire to riders
asking why they think the numbers have dropped. It will be interesting to see
what they conclude from the feedback they receive.
The last of the Spring One Day Classics in Northern Europe have almost
come to an end last weekend with the Leige – Bastogne – Leige in Belgium.
I was fortunate enough to be in the Ardennes region that weekend taking in
some motor racing at the Spa Circuit with James. The day before the race we
came across the riders tackling the L-B-L Sportive event and as they were
nearing the finish, a lot of them looking broken after enduring a never ending
series of long steep hills which had defeated many riders who were reduced
to pushing.
Northern Belgium around the Flanders region may be very flat but the
southern part is mostly brutal for bikers. James managed to hire a less than
serviceable MTB and rode a little part of the course with a friend on the Friday
and concluded it was very tough in places. I was looking after my grandson
so obviously couldn’t join them. Phew, lucky escape I think!
I also noticed on STRAVA that our Chairman James was also enjoying
himself in Belgium riding around the Ypres area and taking in a few Bergs!
Hope it didn’t also involve sampling the local brews James?
So onto this month’s Spindle offering. Ian Lovelock has recounted his and
Andrew Hoppit ‘s adventure on a 300km Audax which seemed to involve a lot
of punctures and mechanical issues! Caroline writes up her latest Blog on her
ridings. The club evening series TT has arrived with Will Lowden demolishing
yet another All-Comers course record. Plus all the usual results & reports on
Open TT’s, SPOCO and Audax happenings.
Rog

Audax Adventuring

The Dean Not Finished!

by Ian Lovelock

New Forest punctures experienced by Jonathan were just one of the time sucking challenges experienced on The Dean 300km Audax.

Why did I set my alarm for 05:15? I’d been awake since 4 in nervous expectation of the day ahead. Anxiety
of the ride had disturbed my night creating further concern about being tired for the day and night ahead.
Unfortunately this is normal for me; I’ve been Audaxing for over 12 years now and accepted the mantra of
“challenging me to ride farther” but every ride creates this anxiety especially when I ride with others when
knowing that they are faster, stronger and fitter rides than I am. Today I am riding in the regular
partnership Andrew Hoppit & Jonathan Reed. Jonathan is a real mile muncher having completed a many
ultra AUDAX events, a 100 point year and is a serial Randonneur Round the Year (RRtY). Andrew on his
second year RRtY is also a stronger and faster rider than I.
With the alarm ringing in my ears I pulled myself out of a comfy bed, drank as much tea as time allowed
and applied ample amounts of bum butter. One last check that everything is on the bike before wheeling
the machine out of the bedroom to join the others at reception. All concerns now magically drift silently
away into the rising An excited crowd gathered all noisily jostling for position around the starting control
being checked in and allocated Brevet cards. Then leaping on our bikes we were off, in the half light, out
across the Oxford Ring Road into the rolling countryside. Benign conditions and a wet road provoked me in
recapping the Shipping Forecast of increasing wind during the morning, a change in wind direction by tea

time and warning of gales in the Bristol Channel. Jonathan & Andrew preferred deferring to BBC Weather
which offered a much more pleasant day, of course we all believe in a better forecast!
Climbing to Leafield we were making good progress. A sunny March morning gradually warming and no
noticeable breeze, what a difference to the rides we’d progressed in January, February and even the
previous week where we were plagued by strong winds and heavy constant rain. When things are going swimmingly
an incident is just around the corner and a decent into a corner saw Jonathan have a momentary loss of control
caused by a front wheel slow puncture. We stopped on a green next to a bench allowing a repair with Andrew and I
hailing “safe pedaling” to other passing merry Audax riders.
Puncture resolved, we’re back on the route heading into the Chiltern Hills for the first of the days real climbing. We
stopped in picturesque Stow-on-the-Wold pausing for a breakfast from the Co-Op while sheltering from a stiffening
breeze.
Leaving Stow, ahead of control point time, for the
final 20km in the Chilterns Hills of incident free cycling in bright sunny weather before a steep descent into
Winchcombe where we passed David Coupe wrestling a puncture half way down a very steep descent. One final
climb and a further decent to a flat section gain time on the ride into Newent, the home of Valegro the dancing
Olympian horse, for a cafe stop and a plate of baked beans to sustain me into the Forest of Dean.
We’d had a pretty uneventful ride, enjoying the roads and each other’s company as we had been speeding along
lovely quiet roads with panoramic views of scenic countryside. With a cheery demeanor and ahead of time against
the Brevet card we hit the road and headed into the Forest of Dean. A bland ride was just about to become an
unforgettable experience. Mid-afternoon the weather
was on the change, the sky now grey and the wind on
the rise but neither was having an impact on us as we
were afford the shelter of the hills in the wintery bare
leafed forest. These roads must be a treat to ride during
summer months with sun streaming through the green
canopy and birds serenading the rider. Problem at this
time of year, as the Robin sings his solo amongst the
naked trees, is that the rider is plagued with thorny
detritus littering the forest roads. Jonathan was the first
to suffer a puncture and we came to rest alongside
another luckless rider to seek out the offending item
and repair the puncture. Regaining the road we headed
onward with Andrew occasionally shedding latex from
his tubeless tyres down some of the steeper descent.
Time to bin the tubeless tyre & resort to clinchers & inner tubes
Time to bin the tubelestube
Emerging from the forest one puncture too many caused
a halt requiring Andrew to re-inflate the tyre for
the latex to effect a repair. Within a few
kilometres the seal failed and I am blasted me
with fine white latex spray requiring Andrew to
attempt his first ever repair with a “worm”. I
expressed my scepticism regards sticking a needle
through the tyre to repair a puncture but it
seemed to work and we finished our decent into
Chepstow for a typical Audax feast in Tesco’s car
park while competing with a couple of A&E
Doctor’s and a Trio of Riders for Lantern Rogue.
Andrew’s tyre yet again flat in the Tesco Car Park
was subjected to some more air and a good spin
which seemed again to resolve the problem
Crossing the River Severn Bridge

before we headed off towards the Severn Bridge. But how much latex remained in the tyre? As we climbed the hill
out of Chepstow the question was resolved - none. We pulled into a Police Station Car Park where my spare tyre
came into its own again rescuing someone who, before
this ride, would swear blind that “tubeless is the way to
go”.
As Andrew fought to remove the gunk filled tyre
replacing it with a clincher tyre and a tube, Jonathan & I
had the chance to discuss the relative merits and
disadvantages of tubeless tyres for long distance cycling
with a local Policeman who fancied a chat before
clocking off for the night.
Now clincher tyres do have some merit but when
installing them its best to check rims and the valve
surround for any sharp edges and, of course, don’t
Andrew realising it’s time to bail as the freewheel cannot be repaired!
pinch the inner tube. Andrew swears he did all this but 200m up the road and his bike need to stop to repair yet
another flat. This time a real disaster befell him as on removing the rear wheel both cassette and freewheel fell off
the wheel. With the puncture repaired all that we need to do was reassemble the freewheel. Covered in oil and a
good time later we were forced to give up accepting defeat on a repair that required a workshop
rather than a brick wall and a few cable ties. Retirement beckoned with Andrew seeking an alternative means to
return to Oxford. Here good fortune was on his side as there is a regular train service from Chepstow. So covered in
oil but with a rolling bicycle, Andrew exited his second attempt on the Dean to clean up and rehydrate at
Wetherspoons while he awaited a train back to Oxford and a early bath at the Hotel.
Jonathan and I, now three and half hours behind the cut off, headed off to cross the Severn with half the ride still
ahead of us resigned to failing the ride time window.
Heading towards the Severn I recalled the Shipping Forecast warning of Bristol Channel gale force winds which
proved to be somewhat accurate as the wind blew strongly across us before discovering that we’d have a headwind
for the next 80km. This difficult section was broken with a stop at Malmesbury where we’d caught up some time to
lose Lantern Rogue to a Trio of riders. As the intensity of the headwind
increased we left the peaceful little town to tackle a 20% section where fatigue
forced me to hop of the bike and a walk before reaching Marlborough. The
route turned here to provide us wind assistance to the Membury Services
checkpoint. The rain appeared on our arrival at Membury together with mental
& physical fatigue at 01:30. I grabbed a coffee, a pint of milk and a sausage roll
before finding a space in a dry, warm corner of the Service Station to curl up
tempted to shut my eyes. These times are always the worse on long rides,
tonight the feeling are exacerbated with no way to complete the last 60km in
the final 30 minutes allowed by the ride. By the time the coffee had cooled the
rain was torrential and all motivation had departed the Service Station and
deserted the pair of us. A further coffee and dogged stick-to-itiveness got me
Malmesbury centre in the early hours
back on the bike.
Conditions were miserable, running streams flood our roads, standing water disguise the potholes, torrential rain
persistent slapping our faces forcing up our pace with no respite back to Oxford. One last hiccup was thrown at us as
the clock passed 03:30 when both our Garmin’s gave up their guidance forcing us to follow the dual carriage way
into Oxford and a guess as to which way around the ring road to get us back to the Hotel.
Dripping wet I wheeled the bike into the hotel room, peeled off the wet kit, showered & sent one last text to delay
our morning departure before falling into bed and oblivion at 04:30. What a memorable day out even if we DNF’d
The Dean being almost 2 hours outside of time allowed for this BRM event (I have since learned that under BRM
rules the ride has 1 hours less than usual). Maybe next year I’ll have a go at the ride in the summer as a DIY to gain
those valuable 3 Audax points.

When We Wuz Young.... Part 2
So the bike upgrades were sought. I followed up a lead for some cheap narrower and near treadless tyres
at a bicycle shop in Clacton. I biked over one Saturday and discovered the tyres were Dunlop ‘’seconds’
priced at 5 shillings (25p) each.
They looked the business and had no idea why they were ‘seconds’. So with the tyres across my shoulder
off I pedalled home.
Fitted them onto the bike and tried them out the next day at the club 25. I improved my time by about
30secs and was well chuffed. Next upgrade were a pair of Campag pedals (which I still have) which I
bought in a little Italian bike shop on holiday on the Adriatic, spending all of my pocket money I took for the
week. As you can guess, they made little difference but looked very ‘blingy’ and smoother on the bike
compared to the originals which were very ‘clumpy’ and heavy.
As most fellow club TT-‘ers rode fixed wheels, I thought that this must be the way to go so the chain was
shortened and on went the fixed sprocket. I had never ridden a fixed wheel before and it took a long time to
get used to it via a few mishaps.
The club in their wisdom decided I would be ok (I was 16!) to do a bit of marshalling on their longer Open
TT’s. (Which probably equated to the fact they were short of volunteers!) I was sent to a remote spot on
the main ‘A’ road from Colchester to Harwich near Wix. I was to be the turn (a latter day roundabout)
standing in the middle of the road for a 100 mile Open TT! Traffic in those days was very light although I
had a few close shaves with lumbering lorries and irate drivers who told me I was a bloody idiot! They had
a point!

Final Part in June Edition where I TT against a World Champion!
Rog

Caroline’s Blog

by Caroline Wyke

At the age of 4 decided I could swim throwing myself into paddling pool my mother who hated water having
to pull me out.
My dad took me swimming every weekend, never having access to a car we travelled by bus and as I
suffered with travel sickness it was never my favourite activity.
I never managed to swim out of my depth and school swimming lessons were even worse half hour by
coach and a horrid teacher who would push my head under with a pole.
I did many challenges with the Red Cross and on one such event I needed to be able to swim to go.
Goggles and lessons were the answer and at 55 could swim and have competed in 4 triathlons.
I wear prescription glasses for cycling and on 26th March entered the Orwell Velo TT
I was sent off second to last with the fastest going last. As this was not an up and back course I was all
alone. I should have taken a left turn but failed to see the Marshall so climbed a long steep hill and became
well lost. The Marshall caught me up and directed me back but I still went wrong.
My bikes back wheel was taken off and I was driven back to headquarters to receive a DNF – disgraceful!
I was entered at Newmarket the following day and was hoping for fine country views and a glimpse of horse
flesh but no there was just a deep wet mist. The 10 miles was shortened to 7 miles with many DNS.
Despite not being able to see, I did complete but visibility was poor, seeing very little beyond the front
wheel and just guessing the road surfaces.
The weekend of 2nd April, I completed the Kings Lynn 25 and was for once not last!
I entered the Spalding 18 mile course on the Sunday expecting the course to be flattish but no it was very
hilly and road surfaces poor in places. The temperature was only 2 degrees but I did complete it and had
the weather been warmer might have enjoyed the course.
It has been lovely getting out again and the Sudbury shirt always appears to earn respect from other clubs.

Audax Update April 2022
Date

all info collated by David Fenn

Event

Riders

11th March
26th March
27th March
2nd April
2nd April
9th April
11th April
16th April
17th April
23rd April

DIY 150k
DIY 200k
DIY 200k
Essex and Suffolk Estuaries 100k
Essex and Suffolk Borders 200k
Essex Lanes and coast 204k
DIY 200k
Double Dutch 206k
I-M-O-L-D 115k
Tour de Stour 106k

23rd April
23rd April

Grand Tour de Stour 212k
DIY 100k

Name

Points

Total
Distance
Kms

Raymond Cheung - 1007
Andrew Hoppit - 4235
Ian Lovelock - 5675
Les Dunham - 28601
Mick Bates - 3824
Robin Weaver - 7481
Andy Rogers - 17627
Brian Mann - 4689
Don Keen
Nick Reed

20
14
8
2
2
-

2,451
2,190
1,334
627
524
412
313
206
106
106

Andrew Hoppit
Andrew Hoppit
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Andrew Hoppit
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Audax Report
Andrew and Raymond are really putting the pedals
down and racking up the kms this month with the
latter holding a 260km lead. Although, if Andrew
had completed ‘The Dean,’ it would have projected
him into a narrow lead at this stage. Ian continues
to keep them in his sights and could have also done
with the points The Dean would have secured him.
The rest need a serious injection of events to stay in
the chase!

Forthcoming Local Audaxes.
7th May, Manningtree, Asparagus and Strawberries, 400k.
29th May, The Norfolk Special 200k, Lound, Lowestoft
29th May, The Norfolk Special 160k, Lound, Lowestoft
29th May, The Broadsman 100k, Lound, Lowestoft
11th June, Green and Yellow Fields, 300k, Manningtree.
18th June, The Copdock Circuit 100k.
18th June, Jelly Fish Legs 400k, Stevenage.
19th June, Windmill Ride 200k and 110k, Chelmsford.
25th June, Fenland Friends 600k, Dunmow.

CC SUDBURY SPOCO LEAGUE TABLE 2022
POSITION

RIDER

EVENTS

POINTS TOTAL

1

David Fenn

8

710

2

James Rush

5

526

3

Caroline Wyke

6

513

4

Alex Purcell

4

468

5

John Bradbury

4

453

6

Nick Webber

4

398

7

Simon Daw

3

343

8

Dan Upton

2

198

9

Will Lowden

1

120

10

Gavin Ratcliffe

1

104

11

Charlie Heeks

1

102

12

Gary Johnson

1

98

13

Adrian Ablitt

1

87

14

Kirsty Fenner

1

84

David has a healthy lead due to entering a good
number of events. James & Caroline are already
nearly 200pts behind and need to up their entries.
Surprisingly Alex, John, Simon & Nick are even further
adrift behind the leaders!

Diary

Collated by Robin Weaver

WEDNESDAY 4 MAY; CCS COMMITTEE MEETING;
7.30pm, Stevenson Centre.

AUDAX EVENTS
Full details for all these events at http://www.aukweb.net/

CCS SUBS REMINDER
If you've already paid, thanks, and ignore this.
If not, a reminder. Details of how to rejoin are on the CCS website homepage,
http;//www.cycleclubsudbury.com.
Those who’ve not paid will soon be removed from CCS distribution lists – we’ll be sorry to lose you!

CCS THURSDAY EVENING TIME TRIAL SERIES
Numbers have been a bit down so far this year, so why not support this club activity by having a go. Use it
or lose it!
A reminder e-mail will be sent to all members on the Sunday, with a ‘request to ride’ reply needed by 6pm
on Tuesday evening. A start sheet will be issued shortly after this, with on-line or PayPal payment required
before the Thursday event.
For club members with erratic working hours, we suggest that they pre-register for the ride, and if on the
night they are unable to ride they let us know by phone or text, and their payment, if already made, will be
credited to a subsequent week.
POTHOLES
Now that winter is possibly over, it’s time to get all those potholes filled. The easiest way to report potholes
is via CyclingUK’s Fill That Hole website https://www.fillthathole.org.uk/., which also has a downloadable
phone app. As Brian Mann can testify, Councils can refute pothole damage claims if they claim to be not
aware of them between their periodic inspections, so the more reported the better.

RACING
Sat 7 May; Colchester Northern Gateway; circuit racing
Sun 8 May; Lopham; road races
Sun 15 May; Writtle ; road races
Thurs 19 May; Clacton; Criterium race
Sun 22 May; Eye; Women on Wheels ride
Sun 29 May; Colchester Northern Gateway; Ken Wright circuit racing

CCS 2022 THURSDAY EVENING CLUB TT SERIES - POINTS
Info supplied by David Miller
POINTS AWARDED AS FOLLOWS:
for each start, 5 points
for each finish, 5 points
for each 1 sec improvement over target time and then over best time, 1 point
for marshalling, 30/40 points
Name

A Ablitt

Ap
14

Ap
21

Ap
28

20

10

10

10

10

S Boxhall

10

N Bull
B Clarke
S Daniel

10

10

10

10

74

10

D De'Ath

10

L Dunham
R Edwards

10

10

D Fenn

30

10

13

K Fenner

62

10

10

10

I Johnson

10

W Headley
S Hitchcock

10
10

I Lovelock
W Lowden

148

30

T Moore
L Norfolk

10

A Purcell

72

J Rush

30

A Sheppard

10

R Smith

10

A Stewart

117

10

E Stewart

57

21

30

10

10

J Tan

10

C Upton
D Upton

10

10
10

N Webber
C Wyke

10

29

13

21

My
5

My
12

My
19

My
26

Jn
2

Jn
16

Jn
23

Jn
30

Jul
7

Jul
14

Jul
21

Jul
28

Au
4

Au
11

Au
18

Au
25

Total
Pts

40
20
10
20
94
10
10
20
53
82
10
10
10
10
148
30
10
102
30
30
10
127
78
10
10
41
10
42

Place
O/A

4th

5th

1st

3rd

2nd
6th

Our first Evening Club TT event saw Will demolish the All Comer’s Record by nearly 50secs!
With just the Acton circuit record left, I can’t see Will not adding that for a complete set of our 4
courses! Brilliant stuff Will...Chapeau! He actually leads the above competition from just that one
ride.
Andrew Stewart is a further 21pts behind for 2nd place with Alex Purcell 19pts adrift from 2 rides for
3rd. Simon Daniel, Kirsty Fenner and Elizabeth Stewart are behind the leaders but still in the hunt
with some decent results.
Rog

CCS organised AUDAXES from Long Melford –
Tour de Stour & Grand Tour de Stour - Saturday, 23rd April.
By Ian Lovelock
What a great day Saturday was with the weather near
perfect for cycling. I opened the Long Melford Hall at
07:00 ready for 37 entrants for the Grand Tour de
Stour 200km & 45 Riders attempting the Tour de Stour
100km Audaxes. After tea, coffee & bananas GTdS
riders given a final briefing regarding the Rally across
the Tendering Peninsular and off they went. The TdS
riders were informed that the A12 was closed so to
expect busy back roads around the Dedham area and
they were then released. Finally, after reviving Dave
Knight who’d ridden the night from Warwick (on his
500km adventure) I pointed him in the direction of the
200km ride. All away safely!
Andrew Hoppit was first back from the 100km ride at
4h15mins follow 30minutes later by a crescendo of
arrivals with all but two riders back within the allotted
time. Mark Cornish from Ipswich was the first 200km
arrival at 8h25mins with a pause of an hour before
Crest CC riders streamed in together followed in by all
other riders in dribs and drabs in various states from
fresh to exhausted!
Chatting to all the riders on completion of their rides I
was very much of the impression that without exception
all had a brilliant day, really enjoyed the route & (despite the wind) experienced good cycling weather - all
of which I’d hoped for when organising the rides. There were a few folk on a “first” AUDAX or 200km or a
return after a long break to AUDAX - Chapeau!
I am immensely grateful to the Helper Crew who had a great day too. Les Dunham, Raymond Cheung &
Andrew Hoppit performed the early morning welcome to all the Riders, sorting out the car park and serving
up tea & coffee before departing themselves on the TdS. Sue Dunham, Tracey Lovelock, Raymond
Cheung, Martin Gibbons & Andrew Hoppit provided excellently cooked Pizzas & Garlic Bread which were
savoured by all and helped welcome back the riders to validate their rides, allowing them to relax and chat
over the days achievements.
I set the entry fee for the weekends ride to cover the costs of AUDAX fees, Hall rental and the hospitality.
More riders registered than budgeted allowing the additional money generated to be donated £100 to
Ukraine Aid where two young Men using their own money have purchased a minibus, gathered aid and
taken unpaid leave of absence from work to head off tomorrow to deliver aid and support to Ukraine
Refugees. In addition £28 has been added to CCSudbury funds.
So why would you ride an Audax? Well, for a great days cycling on a fabulous route in great company! And
that is exactly what CCS was aiming for; and it was something that was certainly delivered by the Event
Helpers. We hope that all the CCS Riders had a great day out and you are all eagerly looking forward to
our next Audax organised event from Bildeston in July - plus don’t forget Wormingford in September.

Open Time Trial Results for April 2022

C.C.S. Riders - Open T.T. Results - APRIL 2022
28th - 1st

2nd Apr

Kings Lynn CC - Mundford

B25/33

N.Webber

25

01.03.40

2nd Apr

Kings Lynn CC - Mundford

B25/33

D.Fenn

25

01.16.11

43rd

2nd Apr

Kings Lynn CC - Mundford

B25/33

C.Wyke

25

01.33.31

45th

3rd Apr

Spalding CC - Edenham

CS/5

C.Wyke

18.2

01.12.13

21st

9th Apr

Stowmarket & DCC - Debenham

BS33

S.Daw

20

48.54

9th Apr

Stowmarket & DCC - Debenham

BS33

J.Rush

20

51.14

9th Apr

Stowmarket & DCC - Debenham

BS33

N.Webber

20

52.33

9th Apr

Stowmarket & DCC - Debenham

BS33

D.Fenn

20

01.02.09

10thApr
15th Apr

Easterley RC - Saffron Walden
Gt.Yarmouth CC - Bungay

E1/25D
B10/43

A.Purcell
G.Pamment

15
10

33.44
23.27

5th
17th

15th Apr

Gt.Yarmouth CC - Bungay

B10/43

D.Fenn

10

28.21

42nd

23rd Apr

Shaftesbury CC - Cambourne

F2A/25

Shaftesbury CC - Cambourne

F2A/25

25
25

01.02.15

23rd Apr

S.Triplow
S.Hitchcock

01.11.14

38th
50th

30th Apr

Northampton & DCA - Rothwell

N3/10

C.Wyke

10

35.47

44th

in age
group

9th 2nd in
age group

14th
20th -1st
in age
group
30th - 1st
in age
group

Brief TT Report
Not too many CCS riders out in April and not a lot to report!
The highlights were Alex’s 5th place in the Easterley event on the Saffron Walden course and Nick
bagging a couple of 1st’s in Age Group categories in the Kings Lynn & Stowmarket events, plus a
1st in Age Group for David also at the Stowmarket 20 miler! In that same event James arrived at
the HQ less his racing shoes; so had to use his trainers he arrived in and squirmed around on his
Look pedals arriving at the finish line recording a time not far off his previous effort on the same
course a couple of weeks beforehand...There’s a moral there somewhere?

Rog

